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Presentation Notes
Hello everyone. I’m Shannon Christoffersen Vossepoel and I am the Manager of Data and Information Services for the Arctic Institute of North America. I’m pleased to provide an overview today of the Arctic Institute’s network enabled platform, ArcticConnect which was still in development when I presented on it at PLC 2014 and launched in Fall 2015.

http://arcticconnect.org/
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ArcticConnect is a network-enabled platform for Arctic data sharing, analysis, and synthesis.  The University of Calgary’s Arctic Institute of North America, the Department of Geomatics Engineering at the Schulich School of Engineering, and Cybera Inc. have partnered together to create this unique system.  ArcticConnect captures data at multiple scales, in diverse formats, from a host of sources, including human observers, down-scale and remote sensors (including satellites), as well as publications, photographs, and even artwork.  It enables networking and interoperability of disparate datasets and makes information available across varied applications and devices.Arctic Connect enables display of heterogeneous data and information within a coherent geospatial platform consisting of four major components: Arctic Web Map, Arctic Scholar, Arctic Sensor Web, and Arctic Bio Map.  



Arctic Web Map
http://webmap.arcticconnect.org
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Arctic Web Map (AWM) is an Arctic-specific web mapping tool allowing researchers to customize map projections for scientifically accurate visualization and analysis, a function that is critical for arctic research but missing in existing web mapping platforms. It provides a visually appealing tool for education and outreach to a wider audience.Arctic Web Map has two components: An Arctic-focused tile server, and a Leaflet-based client library. By providing tiles in multiple Arctic projections, data can be more accurately visualized compared to most Mercator projected map tiles. The client library, PolarMap.js, is designed to be easy to use and easy to extend. It does this by providing a simple wrapper for building a typical Leaflet map, and also by providing base classes that can be customized to build a web map for your specific situation. For further information, the PolarMap.js API is available at the link on screen.

http://webmap.arcticconnect.org/


SUPPORTED PROJECTIONS

Currently we support six Arctic projections on our tile server.
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Currently we support the above six Arctic projections on our tile server. These projections provide a Lambert Azimuthal Equal-Area (LAEA) view of the North Pole region, from 45°N to 90°N. Each projection is centred on a specific longitude: 180°W, 150°W, 100°W, 40°W, 10°E, and 90° E.Using this projection means areas near the centre of the map (the North Pole) will not be distorted as they are when viewed in a Mercator projection such as Google Maps, Bing Maps, or OpenStreetMap. The LAEA projection we use specifically preserves the area of land masses such that relative size can be determined, but it does distort the shape of land masses towards the edges of the map. This is why the map is cut off at 45° N.Tiles include data from multiple data sources. Most of the layers, including locations, land uses, roads, buildings, etc. is from OpenStreetMap under the Open Data Commons Open Database License (ODbL). Land polygons are also from OpenStreetMap. Administrative boundaries, geographic lines, bathymetry data layers are courtesy of Natural Earth.If you are interested in using our tiles in one of your own projects, we are happy to work with you. You can find more information at webmap.arcticconnect.org. 



Arctic Scholar 
demonstration site
http://records.arcticconnect.org
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Arctic Scholar (AS) enables researchers, educators, interested private sector entities, government agencies, and the general public to access and share Arctic data and information contained in assorted formats including publications, grey literature, research licenses, photo archives, field notes, and project metadata from arctic field stations.The map is linked with the Arctic Institute’s Arctic Science and Technology Information System (ASTIS).  The map can display any ASTIS publications or research projects that contain geographical coordinates.  The map displays the ASTIS record number, the record’s title, the abstract information, and a link to the original record in ASTIS. Yellow markers represent publications, red markers represent publications, green represents a cluster of multiple records. 

http://records.arcticconnect.org/


ASTIS AIDA
www.aina.ucalgary.ca/astis
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ASTIS currently holds publications that include books, journal articles, government and industry documents, and descriptions of research projects. Plans are in place to redesign ASTIS and expand it to include photographs, art, and other materials, notably from the Arctic Institute’s own vast collections. On the slide here, you can view a ‘sneak peek’ of the mock-up for ASTIS’s redesigned search interface, including a link to the planned archives. Under the proposed redesign, ASTIS’s name will also change to be re-branded as AIDA: Arctic Information Discovery & Access. A grant application is currently pending which will cover the cost of the search interface redesign as well as the development of educational tools, digital exhibit space, translation into Inuktitut, and beginning the digitization of archival materials.

http://www.aina.ucalgary.ca/astis


Arctic Sensor Web
http://sensorthings.arcticconnect.org
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Arctic Sensor Web (ASW) enables research stations around the pan-Arctic to connect their sensors, including those that provide near real-time data, to a cloud service for visualization, information sharing, and collaborative analysis.Sensor metadata is currently online for more than 500 research stations across the pan-Arctic.  Data coming in from sensors includes: temperature, barometric pressure, relative humidity, precipitation levels, dewpoint, wind direction, and wind speed. The sensor web is capable of handling all kinds of sensor information – including live feeds - and more information is continuously being added as more research stations and collaborators come online.

http://sensorthings.arcticconnect.org/


Arctic BioMap
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Arctic BioMap (ABM) will enable members of the scientific community and northern residents to contribute observations on arctic wildlife for the purpose of biodiversity & wildlife health monitoring, assessment, research, management and education. The app is in development and is currently in the testing phase with communities.Arctic BioMap will be available online or via smartphone application for community members to track wildlife health in the field.  Community members will be able to record pictures, videos, and notes. All observations will be geocoded, and linked to the nearest weather station with time and date of entry.  The APP can be used where there is no network connection available, the data entered will be stored in a local cache. Data will be automatically uploaded to the Arctic BioMap data service when there’s a network available. We will use PhoneGAP, an open source framework that is able to create mobile apps for multiple platforms (such as iOS and Android).Arctic BioMap is currently being developed with input from Dr. Susan Kutz and her team, from the University of Calgary’s veterinary medicine program.  Data from the application will be sent to her team for analysis, uploaded and stored to the Canadian Wildlife Health Cooperative database, and output into a visually appealing and easy to read graphical format for the communities.  The application is currently in the community consultation phase and Dr. Bindu Panikkar, who is working on the project, has already met with community members in Yellowknife and Tulita. For more information, please consult Dr. Bindu Panikkar.
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ArcticConnect is designed to link efforts among indigenous people, the research community, the private sector and government agencies engaged in the collection and use of northern environmental data, to improve management of and adaptation to a changing Arctic. This collaborative and open approach to data management and accessibility will advance the science and education that is needed for decision making in a rapidly changing Arctic. ArcticConnect is open access, open source, and our goal is to be interoperable and connected with other data and information platforms.  We look forward to continuing our relationships with our fellow polar information professionals and using this new technology to enhance our ability to connect polar data systems and polar libraries.  Thank you.**Note: It would be really cool to map polar libraries on the PLC site using AWM!
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